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When people tell you to get all your gold, silver, and red points early on before you must play against 

the big guys in tournaments, heed their warnings.  So often getting your last couple of silver is the 

biggest struggle people have before attaining Life Master.  That was the case with Kathy Wolf, who only 

needed five more silver to put her over the edge.  She was playing in sectionals for the past few months 

just to get those points.  Then lo and behold, the San Mateo Sectional came around and she and her 

partner, Malcolm Mendelson, were forced to play in the open game.  Their goal was to not give any gifts 

and just play a solid game.  That resulted in a second-place finish overall, garnering them 19.42 silver.  

Not only did that give her all the silver she needed, but it put her over the top for Life Master.  

We are also very proud of our Unit 502 board member, Doug Couchman, who was tapped to be on the 

National Masterpoint Revision Committee.  This is a very select group, comprising only a few people 

nationwide, and our own Doug, who is a math savant, was asked to be one of them.   

As you all know, when a partner’s hand comes down as dummy, regardless of what you see, you are 

supposed to tell partner that the board looks lovely.   Doug takes this one step further.  He was 

overheard at the Sunday Unit Game telling his partner that dummy was adorable.  Doug is not only great 

at what he does, but he’s a mensch as well (look it up). 

Speaking of Unit Games, there were two in the month of February.  On February 3rd Art Mirin and Pat 

Leary came in first N/S with a 62.04%, tied with Betty Kael and Susan Boyers who finished first E/W.  

Ching Chao and Joye Sidoti finished second N/S at 60.88% while Ravi Bhalla and David Snyder finished 

second at 58.56%.  On February 17th, Allan Harris and David Snyder came in first N/S at 60.61%, while 

Bonnie Macbride and Sidney Mar came in first E/W with a whopping 67.31%.   Second N/S was Neal 

Mazaroff and Stuart Schneck at 59.28%, and Teresa Boyd and Grant Robinson came in second E/W at 

60.90%   

There are unit games the 1st and 3rd Sundays of each month at 1:00 preceded by a light lunch -- for only 

$7, cheaper than a senior movie price!  On the Sundays when there is no unit game there is always a 

club game, also including a light lunch.  March 3rd  there were 17 tables, so this is turning out to be a fan 

favorite.   The only other special event in April is a Club Membership game at 10:30 on April 2nd. 

We had two new members transfer into Unit 502 – Sally Adams and Cynthia Hull.  Please welcome them 

to our unit the next time you see them. 

Last, but certainly not least, we have some rank advancements.  Susan Carrithers, Elaine Oldham, and 

Blair Hull are new Junior Masters; Allan D McAllister and Robert Schenker are new Club Masters; Jakob 

Karstens is a new Regional Master; Larry Schaleger made Life Master; Julie Burnet is a new Bronze Life 

Master and David Cartwright is the newest Ruby Life Master.  Congratulations to all. 
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